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Welcome back to The Quilting Company Mystery Quilt series. Are you ready for the BIG REVEAL?  
 
If you are joining for the first time, be sure to start with Clue #1 to learn more about the mystery quilt and 
then complete Clue #2, Clue #3, Clue #4, and Clue #5 before starting today’s clue.  
 
We have one more clue to share with you to complete the Stellar Elegance quilt top. We’d love to see all 
the mystery quilts you’ve been making. It’s always fun to see the different fabrics everyone has chosen! 
 
We’ll start with some easy cutting. Let’s get that done, then we are off and running to finish the quilt. 
 
Clue #6 Materials and Tools  
 

• Medium and Dark Fabrics 
• Optional border and binding: I used my light fabric for this. This yardage is included in Clue #1. 

 
Mystery Quilt Clue #6 
 
Cutting 
 
Medium Fabric (Assorted tone-on-tones or solids) 
 
2 strips 4-3/4” x WOF (Width of Fabric) 
    Cut 9 squares 4-3/4” x 4-3/4” 
 
(Note: I rummaged through my scraps and found another 5” square that I cut down to a 4-3/4” square. If 
you have a scrap you can use, you only need to cut 1 strip 4-3/4” x WOF.) 
 
Dark Fabric (Assorted tone-on-tones or solids) 
 
2 strips 6½” x WOF (Width of Fabric)   
    Cut 10 squares 6½” x 6½”  
 
Light Fabric (Optional for a 4” Border and Binding) 
 
7 strips 4½” x WOF (Width of Fabric)   
  2 Side borders: 4½” x 60½” (pieced from 4 WOF strips) 
  2 Top/Bottom borders: 4½” x 56½” (pieced from 3 WOF strips) 
 
7 strips 2½” x WOF for binding 
 
(Note: Adding the 4” border is optional. You can add any type of border. I used light fabric for my border. 
The Stellar Elegance design looks terrific without a border or you can even choose to add a pieced border. 
The choice is yours!) 
 
 
 

 

https://www.quiltingcompany.com/mystery-quilt-stellar-elegance-clue-1/
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https://www.quiltingcompany.com/mystery-quilt-stellar-elegance-clue-3/
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Make Blocks 1 and 2 
 
Using a medium 4-3/4”square for the center, join 2 Kite Unit 2’s (clue #4), 2 Kite Triangle units (clue #5) to 
make a block 1. Make 5. 
 

 
 
 
In the same manner, sew together a dark 6½” square, 2 Flying Geese units (clue #2) and 2 Flying Geese 
Squares units (clue #5) to make a block 2.  
 

 
 

Block 1 

Block 2 



Assembly 
 
Refer to the diagram below for block placement. Alternately place block 1 and 2 to join 4 blocks in each of 
5 rows. 
 

 
 
 
If you are adding a border, add a border strip to each side (see optional cutting above) followed by the top 
and bottom. 
 
I finished my quilt with a 2-1/2” binding. 
 
I can’t wait to see your version of Stellar Elegance! Thank you for joining me in the Stellar Elegance 
Mystery!  And, don’t forget to share pictures of your progress! 
 
~Deb 

Assembly Diagram 


